Evaluation of Canonical Correlations between Masticatory Muscle Orientation and Craniodentofacial Morphology in 10-17 Year_Olds
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Abstract
Objectives: Different theories have been suggested to define factors involved in skeletal and craniofacial morphology. Many of these theories explain that the bone morphology is the result of the bone tissue capability to adapt in response to biomechanical forces exerted during growth. Also, it seems logical to hypothesize that there is a relationship between biomechanical connections of muscles to bones with the morphology of musculoskeletal facial complex. A few studies have evaluated muscle orientation in different skeletal occlusions (class I, II and III). The aim of this study was to evaluate correlations between masticatory muscle orientation and craniodentofacial morphology in different skeletal malocclusions.

Methods: A total of 160 lateral cephalograms of patients between 10-17 years in a dental clinic were evaluated for the orientation of masticatory muscles and craniofacial morphology. All cephalograms were traced and confirmed by an orthodontist. Thirty-seven parameters (skeletal, dental, muscular) were measured. For statistical analysis, canonical correlation, variation and linear regression analysis were performed.

Results: Increase of the masseter muscle angulation was accompanied by a more superior position of the muscle in female subjects with Class II malocclusion. Increase of temporalis muscle angulation was seen in long face males. Increase of the masseter muscle angulation and its higher position were seen in short face males.

Conclusion: Increase of the masseter muscle angulation was accompanied by a more superior position of the muscle in female patients with Class II malocclusion. Increase of tempolaris muscle angulation was seen in male patients with long face characteristics. Increase of the masseter muscle angulation and its higher position were seen in male patients with short face properties.
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Introduction

The relationship between the masticatory muscle function and skull form is the key to understand the functional determinants of phenotypic evolution (1,2). There is still doubt that it might be the other way around and genetically affected facial features may determine muscular characteristics (3). Kiliaridis et al. (4) reported that subjects with heavy bite forces have anteriorly positioned masseter, shorter anterior facial height and smaller gonial angle compared to those who have shorter posterior facial height and bigger gonial angle. These findings were later confirmed by Becht et al. (5) who used cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) to evaluate the masseter muscle with regard to different facial hights and occlusions and reported that the hyper divergent group (long
face) had the shortest muscle length and subjects with class II malocclusion had the most acutely angulated masseter orientation. Kiliaridis (6) suggests that bite forces can provide sufficient force to distract the sagittal suture of the skull. Takada et al. (7) studied 55 samples and suggested that there is an association between the features that are generally observed in skeletal open bite subjects such as anterior inclination of masseter muscle relative to the occlusal plane with superior positioning of its origin and a short posterior facial height with a steep mandibular plane and a large gonial angle. They also concluded that in correspondence to alterations in the dimension and position of craniofacial structures subsequent to growth, the masseter muscle insertion site is positioned inferiorly and the temporalis muscle reaches for an anterior and slightly inferior position relative to the occlusal plane. Contrary to the findings of Takada et al. (7), Chan et al. (3) could not establish a relationship between the masseter inclination and the occlusal planes but they observed an acute angulation in muscle orientation in long face subjects. Gionhaku and Lowe (8) studied the relation between the skull, masticatory muscles and dentofacial morphology. They reported that the masseter muscle volume was negatively correlated with the mandibular plane and gonial angle an positively correlated with the posterior facial height, ramus height and gonion to pterygomaxillary fissure distance.

According to the above-mentioned studies, it seems logical to hypothesize that there is a relationship between biomechanical connections of muscles to bones with the morphology of dentofacial complex.

There are a few studies which have evaluated muscle orientation in different skeletal occlusions (class I, II and III). Hence, this study was designed to evaluate the correlations between the masticatory muscle orientation and craniodentofacial morphology in different skeletal occlusions.

**Methods**

A total of 160 patients (40 boys, 120 girls) presenting to the radiology unit of a private dental clinic were randomly enrolled. The inclusion criteria were as follows: 1) The image was of sufficient quality to allow identification of landmarks. 2) All patients were in permanent dentition period and their age ranged from 10 to 17 years. There were no unerupted or partially erupted teeth that could have hindered landmark identification. 3) The patients had different skeletal occlusions and none of them had a history of orthodontic treatment. The demographic information of the participants is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (n%)</th>
<th>Gender (n%)</th>
<th>Gender (n%)</th>
<th>Mal occlusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94(58.75)</td>
<td>Male 20(12.5)</td>
<td>Female 74(46.25)</td>
<td>Class I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47(29.375)</td>
<td>Male 13(8.125)</td>
<td>Female 34(21.25)</td>
<td>CL II dlvl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7(4.375)</td>
<td>Male 2(1.25)</td>
<td>Female 5(3.125)</td>
<td>CL II dlvl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12(7.5)</td>
<td>Male 5(3.125)</td>
<td>Female 7(4.375)</td>
<td>CL III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160(100)</td>
<td>Male 40(25)</td>
<td>Female 120(75)</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cephalometric equipment included an X-ray unit (Planmeca Pro Expert) and, a tube together with a cephalostat. The conventional cephalograms were taken with patients in fixed head position in the cephalostat in natural head position.
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Cephalograms were hand-traced by two dental students under the supervision of an expert orthodontist. Tracings were performed on tracing papers by 0.5 mm pencil. Then, the common landmarks and planes were identified on tracings. The landmark position could be corrected until the operators were satisfied. All tracings and assessments were made in a dark room on a negatoscope to ensure contrast enhancement of images.

Twenty cephalograms were then randomly selected and controlled by the supervisor (orthodontist). To assess intra and inter-examiner reliability, each student re-evaluated 10 cephalograms and the differences between the two measurements and also the two examiners were not statistically significant. All points and contours necessary for evaluation of dentoskeletal measurements were defined. The selected muscular and dentoskeletal variables were categorized into subgroups to be used in canonical analysis. Figure 1 depicts the main variables and their measurement schematically. The variables are shown in Tables 2, 3, and 4 (5).

![Figure 1](https://www.jds.sbmu.ac.ir)
Figure 1- Muscle orientation angles relative to the occlusal plan and insertion coordinates relative to a line parallel to the occlusal plan registered at cranium central. (a),opomas; (b),opomat; (c),opopt; (d),opopmt; (l),IMx,IMy(2),PCxPCy(3),CC

| Table 2 - Muscle orientation variables used in canonical analysis |
|-------------------|------------------|
| Variable          | Interpretation   |
| opomas            | Masseter muscle angulation. The angle between the occlusal plane and a line parallel to the line connecting the key ridge and antegonion through the insertion point of the muscle. |
| [opomat+opopmt+opopt] | Temporalis muscle angulation. The angle between the occlusal plane and a line through muscle insertion on the coronoid process and origin of anterior temporalis. |
| IMx               | Horizontal coordinate of masseter |

| Table 3 - Dentoskeletal variables used in canonical analysis |
|-------------------|-----------------------------|
| Variable          | Interpretation               |
| [1 to NA + 1 to SN + 1 to FH] | Maxillary incisor inclination |
| [SNMP + FMA + Y.axis] | Mandibular angulation         |
| [1 to IMPA + 1 to NB] | Mandibular incisor inclination |
| [1 to MP(mm) + MdMH(mm)] | Mandibular tooth height       |
| [ADH(mm) + MxMH(mm)] | Maxillary tooth height        |
| [SN-PG + Facial] | Anteroposterior position of pogonion |
| [PFH + RH] | Posterior facial height |
| MxUL | Maxillary unit length |
| SN-Occ | Occlusal plane inclination |
| OJ | Over jet |
| OB | Over bite |
| MdUL | Mandibular unit length |
| SNB | Anteroposterior position of mandible |
| LFH | Lower facial height |
| SNA | Anteroposterior position of maxilla |
| UFH | Upper facial height |
| SN-Pal | Maxillary angulation |

| Table 4 - Definition of the muscular variables used to evaluate the orientation of muscles. |
|-------------------|-----------------------------|
| Variable          | Definition                  |
| opomas            | Superficial masseter muscle orientation. The angle between the occlusal plane and a line parallel to the line connecting the key ridge and antegonion through the insertion point of the muscle. |
| opomat            | Anterior temporalis muscle angulation. The angle between the occlusal plane and a line through muscle insertion on the coronoid process and origin of anterior temporalis. |
| opopmt            | Posterior temporalis muscle angulation. The angle between the occlusal plane and a line through muscle insertion on the coronoid process and origin of posterior temporalis. |
| opopmt            | Medial temporalis muscle angulation. The angle between the occlusal plane and a bisector of anterior and posterior temporalis muscle lines. |
**Canonical correlation analysis:**
The canonical correlation analysis is a statistical method which is used to describe the dependence of two groups of variables. To investigate the association between the masticatory muscle orientation and dentoskeletal morphology, canonical correlations were defined for the data gathered from 160 cephalograms. Coefficients of canonical variables were chosen so that the correlation was as high as possible. The significance of the canonical correlations can be tested by using Bartlett’s chi-square test. If none of the canonical variables is significant, there is no correlation or inter-dependence between the two groups; which means there is no linear combination of variables in the first group which is significantly correlated with a linear combination of variables in the second group. Even if none of the pairwise correlations is significant, it is still possible to find significant canonical variables.

The significance of a single correlation coefficient can be tested by means of Fisher’s Z transformation. In the present study, the significance level was set at 5%.

Data were analyzed with SPSS version 18 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). MS Excel and MS Word were used to generate tables and graphs.

**Results**

The patients had class I (94 patients), class II (54 patients) and Class III (12 patients) skeletal occlusions.

**opomas:**
In female patients, protrusion of the upper central incisors (1 to SN; \( P=0.001 \)), retraction of the chin (SN-Pog; \( P=0.01 \)), decrease in SN-Occ plane angle (\( P=0.01 \)), increase in overjet and decrease in SNB (\( P=0.03 \)) were observed with an increase in opomas. Overall, an increase in opomas in female patients was accompanied by development of class II characteristics.

In male patients, increase in opomas was observed in those with decrease in posterior facial height (PFH; \( P=0.04 \)), length of maxilla (MxUL; \( P=-0.03 \)), length of mandible (MdUL; \( P=-0.05 \)) and lower facial height (LFH; \( P=-0.03 \)). Generally, increase in opomas was seen in male patients with short face properties and retrusion of the base of the maxilla and mandible.

In male patients, increase of the temporalis muscle angulation was accompanied by increase in lower facial height and increase in SN-Occ plane angle.

**PCx:**
Increase in the length of maxilla (MxUL; \( P=0.04 \)), decrease in SN-Occ plan angle (\( P=-0.04 \)), decrease in the length of mandible (MdUL; \( P=-0.002 \)) and increase in SNA (\( P=0.04 \)) and SNB (\( P=0.03 \)) angles were seen in female patients with increase in PCx. Overall, increase in PCx was accompanied by class III characteristics which is more anterior position of the mandible.

**PCy:**
In female patients, increase in PCy was observed in samples with increase in SN-Occ plane angle (\( P=0.000 \)) and decrease of SNA (\( P=-0.03 \)) and SNB (\( P=-0.03 \)), but in male patients, increase of PCy was accompanied by an increase of the mandibular plane angle (SN-Mand; \( P=0.05 \)), increase of SN-Occ plan angle (\( P=0.003 \)) and increase of LFH (\( P=0.02 \)). Overall, a more anteriorly and inferiorly positioned PC (temporalis muscle insertion) was accompanied by decrease of
SN-Occ (superior rotation of the occlusal plane) and increase of SNA and SNB.

IMx:
The increase of IMx indicates a more anterior position of masseter insertion. In female patients, increase in IMx was observed in patients with increase of SN-Occ plane angle ($P=0.04$). In male patients, increase of IMx was accompanied by retrusion of pogonion (SN-Pog; $P=0.0003$) and increase of the length of maxilla and overall intensification of class II properties.

IMy:
Increase of IMy means a more superior position of muscle insertion. In female patients, increase in IMy was observed in patients with decrease in 1 to MP ($P=0.01$) and PFH ($P=0.01$). It was also accompanied by some features like increase of SN-Occ plane angle ($P=0.01$), decrease of mandibular length (MdUL; $P=0.02$) and decrease in SNB ($P=0.05$), LFH ($P=0.02$) and UFH ($P=0.004$). In male patients, increase of IMy was seen in those showing a decrease in PFH ($P=0.01$), MdUL ($P=0.009$) and UFH ($P=0.01$) which implies that in both male and female patients, increase of IMy was accompanied by class II and short face features.

**Discussion**

Masseter and temporalis muscle orientations are mostly related to skeletal features and little connection was found with dental factors. In this study, decrease of masseter and temporalis angulation (opemas and opotemp) and also more anterior and superior position of masseter insertion were accompanied by class II features. This corresponds to the findings of Takada et al. (7). Also Peterson (9) found a more anteriorly inclined masseter, relative to sella-nasion plane, in class II patients. But Peterson (9) found the same masseter muscle attachment sites when comparing class I and class II cases. Becht et al. (5) also observed the same pattern. Although the muscle length did not differ among the malocclusion classes, the class II type tended to have a more acutely angled masseter than class III who had a more obtuse muscle orientation. With respect to muscle length, they observed that long face cases had the shortest muscle length.

In our study, the angulated masseter orientation was accompanied by short face features. This is in contrast with the findings of Takada et al., (7) who stated that, these muscular features were accompanied by skeletal open bite properties. However, gender was not studied separately in their research.

Proctor and DeVincenzo (10) also concluded that masseter muscle inclination relative to SN was more horizontal in the open-bite group and more vertical in the closed-bite patients. But masseter inclination relative to the occlusal plane was not different in dolichofacial or brachifacial patients. Chan et al. (3) could not find a correlation between the masseter orientation and functional occlusal plane either.

In another study by Van Spronsan et al, (11) the anterior facial height was significantly correlated with the orientation of the jaw opening muscles in the sagittal plane but was not significantly correlated with the orientation of the mandibular elevators.

In this study, the insertion site of the masseter was more superior in patients with a reduction in PFH. This was also found by Takada et al. (7). They suggested an association between an anteriorly inclined
masseter muscle relative to the occlusal plane and a superior position of its insertion site and a short posterior facial height with a steep mandibular plane and a large gonial angle. Since the ramal length is 7 mm less in open-bite group (10), this superior position of muscle insertion is expected. This interpretation supports the concept proposed by Sassouni (12) and by Sassouni and Nanda (13) that in skeletal deep-bite cases the masseter muscle is attached anteriorly on the mandible and that it suggests a more vertical position. It would not be unreasonable to expect that in closed-bite individuals the masseter would be more anteriorly positioned but Proctor and DeVincenzo (10) compared the location of the anterior border of the masseter by palpation and found that the masseter muscle attachment sites are the same in skeletal open-bite and closed-bite subjects and suggested that relatively constant origin and insertion areas exist regardless of skeletal type.

It must be stated that muscle border differences seem to be an expression of both anteroposterior displacements of the mandible and the large differences in the gonial angles between patients (10).

In our study increase of temporalis angulation and more superior position of temporalis insertion were found in long face male subjects. This was in agreement with the study which stated that in open-bite group, the condyle is anterosuperiorly positioned, the ramus is shorter, the gonial angle is larger, and the mandible is rotated inferoposteriorly (10).

Muscle loading generates mechanical strain in the mandibular bone surface which is affected by the change in loading direction and magnitude (14,15). It was found that the strain in the zone of mandibular angle is greater under masseter loading; and the strain in the zone of anterior mandibular ramus is greater under temporalis loading (16). It has also been suggested that this muscular activity affects the PFH rather than AFH since the growth in this region is more influenced by gonial angle and its muscles (17).

It has been reported that the masseter muscle activity and/or maximum jaw-closing force are positively correlated with the posterior facial height and negatively correlated with the mandibular plane and gonial angle (18,19). Throckmorton and associates (20) in their model analysis showed that the elevator muscles have an increased mechanical advantage when the gonial angle is acute and the mandibular plane is flat. Lione et al. (21) who measured muscle volume by ultrasonography also showed that the masseteric volume showed a 10% decrease from brachyfacial to dolichofacial cases. This was confirmed by Wong et al. (22) who studied muscle volume and angulation by computed tomography. They observed that a less acute muscle angulation and increased muscular volume were accompanied by increased facial width in brachyfacial patients.

In the present study, more posterior and superior position of temporalis insertion and, more anterior and superior position of masseter insertion were observed in subjects with clockwise rotation of occlusal plane which is consistent with the findings of Takada et al. (7).

Proctor and DeVincenzo (10) concluded that the angle of muscle border to occlusal plane and the ramal plane and, the distances from the muscle to the first molar and to gonion
are quite close in value in open bite and deep bite groups. The constant angular relationship between the muscle border and occlusal plane might suggest a definite relationship between the dentition and muscular forces irrespective of mandibular or maxillary shape or position. As explained by Rohila et al. (23) the weaker muscles in long face subjects may lead to over eruption of molars and thus rendering the subject with an increased facial height while contraction forces in short face individuals create a more acute gonial angle. Takada et al. (7) found a growth-related correlation between the masticatory muscle insertion positions relative to the occlusal plane and the dimensional and positional changes of craniofacial structures during growth. In their study, in later stages of growth, the masseter muscle insertion was positioned inferiorly and the temporalis muscle insertion assumed to have an anterior and slightly inferior position relative to the occlusal plane.

In a cephalometric analysis, one should be careful to interpret the results obtained in terms of possible effect of the variation of the reference plane. For example, as the occlusal plane is steepened, the muscle angulation relative to the occlusal plane linearly increases. The fluctuation of the X and Y coordinates of the muscle insertion sites depends upon the distances of these points from the origin. The masticatory muscle inclinations, the X coordinate of the masseter muscle insertion site, and the Y coordinate of the temporalis muscle insertion site all increase in accordance with an anteriorly inclined occlusal plane (7).

It is interesting to note that nearly all the differences in masseter muscle position and inclination relative to craniofacial measurements between different skeletal types can be explained by the anteroposterior position of the mandible (10). Another limitation of this study was that the muscle force vector on the radiographs is not a real vector. Also, the number of male patients in this study was less than females which suggests that in future studies the number of males and females should be equal.

In the study by Proctor and DeVincenzo (10) approximately 20% of the patients showed a muscle angulation difference of more than 6° between the right and left sides. Likewise, the anteroposterior position of the muscle on the left and right sides varied by more than 6 mm in 30% of the patients. This finding does indicate the variability in size and/or position of muscular elements between the two sides of the face. However, part of this difference could be attributed to variations in the cephalometric technique.

In this study, the masseter muscle orientation was defined as the angle between the occlusal plane and a line parallel to the line connecting the key ridge and antegonion through the insertion site of the muscle. The interpretation of such measurements should be done with caution since the single superficial masseter muscle line determined does not necessarily correspond to the overall force vector of the superficial and deep masseter muscle (7). Similarly, the temporalis muscle angulation, which was expressed by the linear combination of three different angulations, is not necessarily equivalent to three simple force vectors. It has been shown that a complex muscle may exhibit differential activity (24).

Since the age of our patients was between 10 to 17 years old, some remaining skeletal growth might change the position or
angulation of muscles. Carlson (25) found that during the growth of the masseter muscle in rhesus monkeys, it migrates in a posterior and slightly superior direction relative to the mandible. It was proposed that this provides stability for the anteroposterior position of the masseter muscle despite the anterior displacement of the mandible during growth. The insignificant canonical variable loading for IMx in the study by Takada et al. (7) may imply that a similar positional change of the masseter muscle could occur in growing children. In some studies age was not a significant determinant of variation in dimensions or orientation of the superficial masseter muscle (26,27).

Despite the limitations of interpretation in any two-dimensional cephalometric study, the canonical correlations between the masticatory muscle orientation and dentoskeletal morphology identified in this and another report (7) shed some light on our understanding of the contribution of muscle orientation to the development of occlusion.

Conclusion

Increase of the masseter muscle angulation was accompanied by a more superior position of the muscle in female patients with class II properties. Increase of temporalis muscle angulation was seen in male patients with long face characteristics. Increase of the masseter muscle angulation and its higher position were seen in male patients with short face properties.
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